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This paper investigates the relationship between resource allocation
and ES-policies, which are a type of scheduling policies introduced
for stochastic scheduling and which can be represented by a directed
acyclic graph. We present a formal treatment of resource °ows as a
representation of resource-allocation decisions, extending the existing
literature. A number of complexity results are established, showing
that a number of recently proposed objective functions for evaluat-
ing the quality of ES-policies lead to di±cult problems. Finally, some
re°ections are provided on possible e±ciency enhancements to enu-
meration algorithms for ES-policies.
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1 Introduction
We examine the situation where a set of activities N = f0;1;:::;ng is to be
scheduled on a number of renewable resource types K with availability ak,
k = 1;:::;K; N is referred to as a project. Activity i has duration di 2 N
and requires rik 2 N units of resource type k. Activities 0 and n have zero
duration and zero resource usage; we assume that di > 0 for i 6= 0;n. A is
a (strict) partial order on N, i.e. an irre°exive and transitive relation, which
represents technological precedence constraints. (Dummy) activities 0 and n
represent start and end of the project, respectively: 8i 2 Nnf0g : (0;i) 2 A,
and 8i 2 Nnfng : (i;n) 2 A. We associate the directed acyclic graph (dag)
G(N;A) with the partially ordered set (poset) (N;A).
Quantity si ¸ 0 represents the starting time of activity i; starting-time
vector s is a schedule. For an arbitrary relation E on N, de¯ne S(E) = fs 2
R
n+1
¸ : si + di · sj;8(i;j) 2 Eg, which is a convex polyhedron (R¸ denotes
the set of positive real numbers). S(E) is non-empty if and only if the
1corresponding graph G(N;E) is acyclic. The set of time-feasible schedules is
S(A). Clearly, if A µ E then S(E) µ S(A).
Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to integer s. Time
interval [t ¡ 1;t] is referred to as (time) period t, for integer t. For period
t 2 N0, we de¯ne A(s;t) = fi 2 N : si · (t ¡ 1) ^ si + di ¸ tg, the
activities that are active during period t. Schedule s is called feasible if it is
time-feasible and resource-feasible; the latter property entails
X
i2A(s;t)
rik · ak 8t 2 N0;8k 2 K
The resource-constrained project-scheduling problem (RCPSP) ¡(N;A;d;r;a)
aims at ¯nding a feasible schedule that minimizes sn (see for example [8, 27]),
where vectors d, r and a collect the activity durations, the resource require-
ments and the resource availabilities, respectively.
A set of activities F ½ N is a forbidden set of an order relation E if it is
an antichain of E (a stable set in G(N;E)) and if
P
i2F rik > ak for at least
one k 2 K; an inclusion-minimal forbidden set is called a minimal forbidden
set or mfs (see for instance [33]). We denote by F(E) the set of mfss for order
relation E (the parameters of the RCPSP-instance under consideration are
also arguments to F(), but are not explicitly mentioned). In the context of
scheduling under uncertainty, di®erent scheduling policies for projects with
stochastic activity durations were presented in [14] based on the concept of
forbidden sets.
For relation E on N, let T(E) denote its transitive closure1. A set of
policies of interest to us is the set of Earliest-Start policies (ES-policies). The
idea is to extend partial order A to A[X such that F(T(A[X)) = ?, or in
other words, such that no F 2 F(A) remains a stable set of G(N;T(A[X)).
The condition for feasibility of the policy is that G(N;A[X) still be acyclic.
A set X ½ (N £ N)nA of activity pairs that leads to a feasible ES-policy
is called a su±cient set or selection. T(A [ X) is an order relation if X is
su±cient; this does not necessarily hold for A [ X.
Clearly, if s 2 S(A [ X) then s 2 S(A) and s is resource-feasible: only
antichains of T(A [ X) can concurrently be active. This is useful when
activity durations are variable: the ES-policy de¯ned by X simply computes
starting times based on a critical-path recursion. In deterministic scheduling,
the Main Representation Theorem of [6] establishes the equivalence between
RCPSP (and extensions) and the search for an appropriate extension of A,
leading to the so-called order-theoretic approach to scheduling [24, 25]. The
1The transitive closure of a binary relation E on a set N is the minimal transitive
relation E0 on N that contains E.
2model is an extension of the disjunctive-graph representation of the classical
job-shop scheduling problem [29].
This paper is concerned with the determination of desirable ES-policies
(`desirable' meaning optimal for a particular objective function, within a
particular class). Our contributions are threefold: (1) we present a formal
treatment of resource °ows, extending the existing literature and indicating
links with some papers on network design; (2) we establish a number of
complexity results, showing that a number of recently proposed objective
functions lead to di±cult problems; and (3) we make a number of informal
suggestions for e±ciency enhancements to enumeration algorithms for ES-
policies.
The remainder of this text is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
explain how ES-policies are related to so-called resource °ows and resource-
allocation decisions. The complexity of ¯nding an ES-policy for a number
of objective functions is investigated in Section 3, including the case where
the attention is restricted to the set of policies that constitute valid resource-
allocation decisions for a given schedule. Section 4 contains some suggestions
for enhancing current implicit-enumeration procedures for ES-policies. We
summarize our ¯ndings in Section 5.
2 De¯nitions and properties
In this section, we present the concept of resource °ows (Section 2.1), we
indicate some links with a number of articles on network design (Section
2.2), and we examine the relationship between resource °ows and ES-policies
(Section 2.3).
2.1 Resource °ows
The use of resource °ows has been advanced by various sources, among which
[5, 19, 26, 27]; in this article, the word °ow mostly refers to a resource °ow.
A °ow f assigns to each triple (i;j;k) 2 N £ N £ K a value f(i;j;k) 2
N. These values must satisfy the following constraints, which constitute







f(i;j;k) = rik 8i 2 Nnf0;ng;8k 2 K (1)
3Flow quantity ak (the availability of resource type k 2 K) is sent into the






f(j;n;k) = ak 8k 2 K (2)
Remark that we are not dealing with multi-commodity °ow: each resource
type has its own distinct capacity. For a °ow f we de¯ne the set of activity
pairs Á(f) = f(i;j) 2 N £N : f(i;j;k) > 0 for at least one k 2 Kg, contain-
ing the arcs that carry non-zero °ow. We also de¯ne C(f) = Á(f)nA: the
arcs in C(f) are the °ow-carrying arcs that do not coincide with technological
precedence constraints.
f(i;j;k) represents the number of resource units of type k that are trans-
ferred from activity i (when it ¯nishes) to activity j (when it starts). As
a result, f entails a detailed resource-allocation decision for the individual
resource units that compose a resource type, and induces additional prece-
dence constraints via the elements of C(f). We call °ow f feasible when
G(N;A [ C(f)) is acyclic, in which case the project can be implemented
according to the resource-allocation and -routing decisions inherent in f.
We illustrate these de¯nitions by means of an example: consider a project
with N = f0;1;2;3;4;5g, so there are four non-dummy project activities.
There are no precedence constraints between non-dummy activities: A =
f(0;1);(0;2); (0;3);(0;4);(0;5);(1;5);(2;5);(3;5);(4;5)g. We consider a sin-
gle resource type (K = 1) with availability a1 = 4 and usage by the non-
dummy activities r1 = r2 = r3 = r4 = 2 (we write ri1 as ri). A feasible
resource °ow for this example is given in Figure 1: the four individual re-
source units are dispatched into the network by dummy node 0 and gathered
at node 5.
2.2 Network design
Expressed in very general terms, network design problems are concerned with
optimally designing a network in order to meet a given set of speci¯cations
while minimizing total cost, cfr. [20, 21]. A solution is a network °ow, and
the cost of a solution is a function of the arc °ow values. The related topic
of graph augmentation studies the problem of augmenting a graph to reach
a given requirement (e.g., connectivity) by adding edges [12].
A lot of network design problems are special cases of the (intractable)
Minimum Edge-Cost Flow Problem (MECF), problem ND32 in [10], where
the goal is to ¯nd a maximum °ow (obeying edge capacities and °ow-conservation
laws) so that the cost of edges carrying non-zero °ow is minimized. In our
4Figure 1: Illustration of a feasible °ow f1 for the example problem. The
graphs contains all arcs in Á(f1); °ow values are indicated on the arcs.
setting, the objective function is indi®erent to the quantity of °ow on each
edge, and only distinguishes between zero and non-zero °ow (leading to ei-
ther a ¯xed charge or a more involved function; see the next sections). The
most closely related recent sources we have encountered in the literature on
network design are [9, 15, 16, 30]. The major di®erence with each of these is
the fact that we also impose (a) side constraints on node °ow, namely that
it be equal to rik or ak (see Equations (1) and (2)), as well as (b) acyclicity.
2.3 The relation between resource °ows and ES-policies
We start with two existing results:
Theorem 1. [19]
If f is a feasible °ow then X = C(f) is a su±cient set.
For the example presented in Section 2.1, we see that see that f(1;3);(1;4);
(2;3);(2;4)g is a su±cient set.
Theorem 2. If X is a su±cient set then a feasible °ow f exists with A [
C(f) µ T(A [ X).
Proof: This is shown in [19], based on [22]. ¤
The following result is stronger than Theorem 1 because the set of selections
X to which the statement applies, is enlarged.
Theorem 3. A selection X is su±cient if G(N;A [ X) is acyclic and if 9
feasible °ow f : A [ C(f) µ T(A [ X).
5Proof: The proof presented in [19] can be adapted without fundamental
changes if each occurrence of A [ X is replaced by T(A [ X). ¤
The goal of this section is to distinguish a class of su±cient selections that
can be useful for algorithmic purposes.
The transitive reduction2 t(E) of a partial order E is unique [1]. We call
a su±cient selection X dominant if (T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g)nA is not su±cient,
8(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA. A selection that is not dominant imposes more prece-
dence constraints than necessary and will therefore also be dominated with
respect to most `natural' objective functions (we come back to this at the
end of Section 3.2).
The following lemma is useful in what follows:
Lemma 1. If X is su±cient and X ½ Y and G(N;A [ Y ) is acyclic, then
Y is su±cient.
Proof: This is straightforward: no new antichains can be created by adding
pairs to an order relation, and acylicity then leads to su±ciency. ¤
We can distinguish a condition that is weaker than the one appearing in
the de¯nition of dominance:
Lemma 2. For a su±cient selection X, if X is dominant then (t(A[X)nA)nf(i;j)g
is not su±cient, 8(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA.
Proof: If X is dominant su±cient then 8(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA it holds that
(T(A[X)nf(i;j)g)nA is not su±cient. Since (t(A[X)nA)nf(i;j)g ½ (T(A[
X)nf(i;j)g)nA and using Lemma 1, the lemma can be seen to hold. ¤
Remark that a dominant su±cient selection need not be subset-minimal.
This is illustrated in Figure 2 for the example problem that was introduced at
the end of Section 2.1: the problem has F(A) = ff1;2;3g;f1;2;4g;f1;3;4g;
f2;3;4gg. For ease of exposition, we omit the dummy start and end node.
Selection E0 in Figure 2 is not su±cient (F(T(A[E0)) = ff2;3;4gg); selec-
tion E1 is su±cient but not dominant (t(A [ E1)nA = f(1;2);(1;3);(2;4)g,
from which (1;3) can be removed while maintaining su±ciency, which allows
to invoke (the negation of) Lemma 2); E2 is su±cient and dominant, but not
subset-minimal.
We de¯ne an activity pair (i;j) 2 C(f) to be minimal with respect to
feasible °ow f if (i;j) 2 t(A[C(f)), or put di®erently, if apart from arc (i;j),
2The transitive reduction of a binary relation E on a set N is the minimal relation E0
on N such that T(E0) = T(E).
6Figure 2: Arc selections for the example problem; dummy nodes 0 and 5
are not included.
Figure 3: Illustration of a dominant °ow f2 for the example problem.
no path i ! j exists in graph G(N;A[C(f)) (note that a minimal arc is not
in A). Feasible °ow f is called dominant if f has no minimal activity pair
(i;j) such that a feasible °ow f¤ exists with C(f¤) ½ T(A [ C(f))nf(i;j)g.
Flow f1 in Figure 1 is not dominant: minimal arcs (1;4) and (2;3) can be
removed while the possibility of a feasible °ow is preserved; one such °ow is
f2 in Figure 3.
Theorem 4. If X is a dominant su±cient selection then
(1) a feasible °ow f exists with T(A [ C(f)) = T(A [ X);
(2) each such feasible °ow is dominant;
(3) no feasible °ow f exists with T(A [ C(f)) ( T(A [ X).
Proof: Consider a dominant su±cient selection X. By Theorem 2, a fea-
sible °ow f exists with A [ C(f) µ T(A [ X). From the de¯nition of
dominance, we know that 8(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA: (T(A [ X)nfi;jg)nA is not
su±cient. Consequently, by taking the negation of Theorem 3 and knowing
that G(N;A [ X) is acyclic, no feasible °ow f¤ exists with A [ C(f¤) µ
T(A [ ((T(A [ X)nfi;jg)nA)) = T(A [ X)nfi;jg. From this, we conclude
7that all (i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA are in C(f) for each feasible °ow f. Therefore
T(A [ C(f)) = T(A [ X), and no feasible °ow exists with T(A [ C(f)) ½
T(A [ X) for which the inclusion is proper.
Since A [ C(f) and A [ X have the same transitive extension, they also
have the same transitive reduction. With respect to f, consider any minimal
activity pair (i;j); we see that (i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA, and we showed above
that no feasible °ow f¤ exists with A [ C(f¤) µ T(A [ X)nfi;jg. Since
T(A [ X) = T(A [ C(f)), f is dominant. ¤
Theorem 5. If f is a dominant feasible °ow then C(f) is a dominant suf-
¯cient selection.
Proof: Since f is feasible, X = C(f) is a su±cient set (Theorem 1). Since
f is dominant, 8(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nf(i;j)g it holds that no feasible °ow f¤
exists with C(f¤) ½ T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g. From the negation of Theorem 2,
(T(A[X)nf(i;j)g)nA is not su±cient, so (from the de¯nition of a dominant
su±cient selection), X is dominant. ¤
Lemma 3. A dominant su±cient selection X is subset-minimal if and only
if X = t(A [ X)nA.
Proof: A su±cient selection X is dominant if (T(A [ X)nfi;jg)nA is not
su±cient, 8(i;j) 2 t(A[X)nA. If X = t(A[X)nA then X is subset-minimal
because removing any of the elements of X would make X no longer su±cient
(by Lemma 2).
Suppose now that X is subset-minimal and that X 6= X¤ = t(A[X)nA.
Since t(A[X)nA = t(A[X¤)nA, it follows that X¤ also dominant su±cient,
and we can see that X¤ µ X. Therefore X¤ = X because strict inclusion
would contradict the subset-minimality of X. ¤
We can now proceed to the most important theorem of this section, where
we include the requirement of subset-minimality:
Theorem 6. A subset-minimal dominant su±cient selection X is exactly
the set of minimal arcs of any feasible °ow on the network G(N;T(A[X)).
Proof: Since X is dominant and su±cient, Theorem 4 says that one or
more feasible °ows f exist with T(A [ C(f)) = T(A [ X), and none with
T(A [ C(f)) ( T(A [ X). In the proof of Theorem 4, we showed that
all (i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA are in C(f) for each feasible °ow f, so that t(A [
X)nA, which equals X by Lemma 3, are minimal arcs of f. Additionally,
t(A[C(f)) = t(A[X) from which we can conclude that there are no other
remaining minimal arcs of f. ¤
8This theorem allows us to partition the set of dominant su±cient selections
into equivalence classes with the same subset-minimal representative. The
subset-minimal representative of selection E2 in Figure 2 is E3 = f(1;2);(2;4)g;
a feasible °ow using only arcs from T(A[E3) is f3 with Á(f3) = f(0;1);(0;3);
(1;2);(2;4);(3;5);(4;5)g and f3(i;j) = 2, 8(i;j) 2 Á(f3), where f3(i;j;1) ´
f3(i;j) (in this case, f3 is also the only feasible °ow on the network G(N;T(A[
E3))).
Finally, we have the following lemma, which says that for each arc (i;j) in
a subset-minimal dominant su±cient selection X, it holds that the set fi;jg
is a subset of at least one mfs that would not be `resolved' if the corresponding
activity pair were removed from X. Here and later, we say that an activity
pair (i;j) 2 N £ N resolves an mfs F if fi;jg ½ F.
Lemma 4. For each arc (i;j) in a subset-minimal dominant su±cient se-
lection X, 9F 2 F(T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g) such that fi;jg ½ F.
Proof: From Theorem 6, we know that X is exactly the set of minimal
arcs of any feasible °ow f on the network G(N;T(A [ X)); additionally
(Theorem 4(2)), each such f is dominant. Consequently, from the de¯nition
of dominant °ows, for each (i;j) 2 X it holds that no feasible °ow f¤ exists
with C(f¤) ½ T(A[C(f))nf(i;j)g. Since T(A[X) = T(A[C(f)) (Theorem
4(1)), and from the negation of Theorem 2, we see that F(T(A[X)nf(i;j)g)
contains at least one mfs F (because acyclicity is not an issue here). Since
F(T(A[X)) = ?, it is the removal of (i;j) that leads to the existence of F.
Since (i;j) 2 t(A [ X), we have T(T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g) = T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g
and therefore we conclude that fi;jg ½ F. ¤
3 The search for optimal policies
In this section, after a brief survey of objective functions encountered in
the literature (Section 3.1), we discuss the complexity status of a number
of optimization problems (Section 3.2) and we investigate the special case of
resource allocation for an input schedule (Section 3.3) as well as the combined
problem of resource allocation and scheduling (Section 3.4).
3.1 The objective function
The objective function in stochastic scheduling is usually the expected value
of a function of the activity durations, most frequently the project makespan.
It turns out that exact determination of such objectives is usually unrealistic
[11, 23], and simulation is normally used, cfr. [13, 32]. In [19], the focus
9is on the `stability' objective: the expected value of the deviation between
`baseline' (see Section 3.3) and actual starting times is minimized, weighted
and summed over the activities; [19] also resorts to simulation.
Policella [28] proposes to optimize simple functions of the parameters of
the constructed dag and thereby implicitly circumvents intractable objective-
function evaluation. The ¯rst such function is borrowed from [4] and is
proportional to the number of incomparable activities in T(A [ X). In the
context of minimizing inter-job communication overhead, minimization of
the number of °ow-carrying arcs seems to be a valid optimization problem
in its own right. Alternatively, Policella suggests that one use a measure of
average `°oat' in the baseline, relative to the schedule length. Depending on
the actual objective function, various °oat quantities can probably be used
(cfr. [34]); [3, 31] suggest the use of free °oats, [7] investigates total °oats.
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we examine the construction of ES-policies for the
foregoing objectives (based on number of arcs and based on °oats), without
and with input schedule.
3.2 The complexity of resource allocation
We de¯ne the following ¯ve related optimization problems:
Problem MinCostFlow
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a), cost coe±cients cij 2 N, 8(i;j) 2
(N £ N)nA.







Goal: Find a su±cient set X ½ N £ N with minimum cardinality.
Problem MinFlowArcs
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a).
Goal: Find a feasible °ow f in G(N;N £ N) that minimizes jC(f)j.
Problem MinMinArcs
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a).




Goal: Find a su±cient set X ½ N £ N that minimizes jT(A [ X)j.
10MinCostFlow is valuable when the cost of extra arcs is proportional to the
°ow they carry; MinSu® is most interesting from the part of minimal amend-
ment: it yields the smallest number of extra arcs to add to the network;
MinFlowArcs and MinMinArcs best re°ect the need for limitation of com-
munication overhead; ¯nally, MaxIncomp is useful especially when activity
durations are variable: each pair of activities that becomes comparable gives
rise to potential starting-time disruptions.
The following result con¯rms that our de¯nitions of dominance in Section
2.3 make sense:
Theorem 7. For MaxIncomp, we do not lose all optimal solutions by restric-
tion of the solution space to subset-minimal dominant su±cient selections.
Proof: A dominant selection X that is not subset-minimal admits the exis-
tence of X¤ ( X that is subset-minimal and that has T(A[X) = T(A[X¤),
so that X need not be considered.
Consider a su±cient selection X that is not dominant. Then there exists
(i;j) 2 t(A [ X)nA for which X¤ = (T(A [ X)nf(i;j)g)nA is su±cient. X
need not be considered in the search for optimal selections since jT(A[X¤)j ·
jT(A [ X)j. ¤
Lemma 5. minf jT(A [ C(f))j = minX jT(A [ X)j, where minimization is
done over all feasible °ows f in G(N;N £ N) and all su±cient sets X ½
N £ N, respectively.
Proof: It follows from Theorem 7 that at least one subset-minimal dominant
su±cient selection X minimizes jT(A [ X)j. By Theorem 6, we see that
minf jT(A [ C(f))j · minX jT(A [ X)j.
Likewise, in the search for argminf jT(A [ C(f))j we can restrict the
search to dominant °ows f. It then follows from Theorem 5 that minX jT(A[
X)j · minf jT(A [ C(f))j. ¤
In fact, it is not too di±cult to show that for any regular scheduling
objective fuction3, and using the order-theoretic approach to scheduling, a
similar result as Theorem 7 applies. For MinSu®, MinFlowArcs, MinMinArcs
and MinCostFlow on the other hand, the same is not true, which will be
illustrated below. If an optimization problem is to be used to produce a
heuristic solution to a more di±cult problem (e.g., to the stochastic RCPSP),
this is best kept in mind.
3A scheduling objective function is regular if it is non-decreasing in the start times of
the activities (for minimization objectives), see e.g. [27].
11(a) (b)
Figure 4: Precedence constraints for the counterexamples; dummy start
and end nodes are not included.
Consider an example for which the initial precedence graph is visualized
in Figure 4(a). With one resource type (K = 1), let a1 = r1 = 2, r3 = r4 = 1
and r2 = 0. The mfss are F(A) = ff1;3g;f1;4gg, so T(A [ X) will need to
contain at least two extra arcs for a su±cient selection X. If we choose X¤ =
f(1;2)g then jX¤j = 1, which is the unique optimal solution for MinSu®.
According to our de¯nitions, however, X¤ is not dominant, which is logical
because f1;2g is not even a part of any mfs (remember Lemma 4).
Similarly, dominant °ows are not always optimal for MinFlowArcs, Min-
MinArcs and MinCostFlow. We consider a project with precedence graph
G(N;A) as depicted in Figure 4(b). For one resource type (K = 1), let
a1 = 4 and r1 = r2 = 2 and r3 = r4 = r5 = r6 = 1. The set of mfss
is F(A) = ff1;3;4;5g;f1;3;4;6g;f1;3;5;6g;f1;4;5;6gg, so T(A [ X) will
again need to contain at least two extra arcs for a su±cient selection X.
Multiple feasible °ows f¤ exist with C(f¤) = f(1;2)g, which are the only
optimal solutions for MinFlowArcs and MinMinArcs. f¤ is not dominant,
however: again f1;2g is not even a part of any mfs. For MinCostFlow, a
similar observation can be made for this example if convenient values are
chosen for the coe±cients cij (such that they favor f¤).
We now turn our attention to the complexity status of the optimization
problems at hand. MinCostFlow is NP-hard, which can be seen by a reduc-
tion from HAMILTONIAN PATH (problem GT39 in [10]). To establish the
complexity status of the remaining problems, we ¯rst de¯ne the following
decision problem:
Problem X3C (Exact cover by 3-sets)
Instance: A ¯nite set Q with jQj = 3q and a collection S of 3-element subsets
of Q.
Question: Does S contain an exact cover for Q, that is, a subcollection
S0 µ S such that every element of Q occurs in exactly one member of S0?
12We know that X3C is NP-complete (see e.g. [10], problem SP2). Without
loss of generality, we assume that jSj ¸ q + 2 and q ¸ 2.
Theorem 8. Problem MinFlowArcs is NP-hard.
Proof: For an arbitrary instance of X3C we construct an RCPSP-instance,
as follows. N = f0;tg [ Q [ S, where 0 and t are dummy start and end,
respectively (and thereby also predecessor resp. successor of all other activ-
ities). 8c 2 S;u 2 Q : (c;u) 2 A , u 2 c; apart from these pairs, A is
empty. There is a single resource type (K = 1) with availability a1 = jQj,
with resource usage rc = 3 for each c 2 S and ru = 1 for all u 2 Q. Activity
durations are irrelevant here.
Our focus is on minimization of jC(f)j. A lower bound on this objective-
function value for a feasible °ow f is LB = jSj ¡ q. This is so because each
(non-dummy) activity either obtains all its resource units from 0, or from
another predecessor in G(N;A), or it adds at least one unit to the objective
function. If we neglect Q then we still have jSj activities with only 0 as
predecessor (namely, all activities in S). Since a1 = 3q, activity 0 can supply
all resource units for at most q of those activities.
De¯ne ® = fi 2 N : f(0;i;1) > 0g; it can be seen that a feasible °ow
f has jC(f)j = LB only if ® ½ S, j®j = q and and 8i 2 ® : f(0;i;1) =
3. Another necessary condition is that 8c 2 Sn® : jfi 2 N : f(i;c;1) >
0 ^ (i;c) = 2 Agj = 1. Consequently, for each c 2 Sn® there is an edge
(c1;c) 2 C(f) with c1 2 S and f(c1;c;1) = 3. This leads to the conclusion
that for any feasible °ow f for which jC(f)j = LB, the set of arcs Z =
f(i;j) 2 T(A [ C(f))ji 2 f0g [ S ^ j 2 Q [ ftgg is a cut in network
T(A [ C(f)) and f(i;j) 2 T(A [ C(f))j(j;i) 2 Zg = ?. Therefore, the sum
of the °ow values on the arcs in Z is 3q for any feasible f.
If the answer to X3C is `yes', it is easily seen that a feasible °ow f with
jC(f)j = LB exists.
Suppose that the answer to X3C is `no'. In this case, for each feasible °ow
f, all or part of the resource units used by at least q + 1 elements of S are
sent to the elements of Q, and/or there is resource °ow between elements of
Q, and/or C(f) contains arcs (c;u) with c 2 S and u 2 Q. In the second and
third case, it is immediate that jC(f)j > LB; we further investigate the case
where @(i;u) 2 C(f) : u 2 Q. Combining Equations (1) and the foregoing,
we know that
P
c2S f(c;u;1) = ru for each u 2 Q. Since
P
u2Q ru = 3q,
@c 2 S : f(c;t;1) > 0. Yet, all or part of the resource units used by at least
q + 1 elements of S are led to the elements of Q, and so there are at least
two activities in S that pass on either one or two resource units, but not
three, to another activity in S; we noted higher that this renders equality
jC(f)j = LB impossible.
13Figure 5: A feasible °ow f with number of minimal arcs equal to 1,
namely (4;c3), although C(f) = f(c2;c3);(4;c3)g. The graph shows all
arcs in Á(f) except the arcs incident to 0 and t; °ow values are indicated
on the arcs.
This concludes the proof for MinFlowArcs: the answer to an arbitrary
X3C-instance is `yes' if and only if jC(f)j = LB for the corresponding
MinFlowArcs-instance, and this transformation can clearly be computed in
polynomial time. ¤
The proof of Theorem 8 can also be used to show intractability of Min-
MinArcs and MinSu®, but only if we are able to guarantee that non-zero
resource °ow from u 2 Q to c 2 S does not occur. We illustrate this with
an example: consider an X3C-instance with q = 2 and jSj = 3 (an extension
of the example to the case where jSj ¸ q + 2 is easily constructed); the ele-
ments of Q are indexed from 1 to 6 and S = fc1;c2;c3g with c1 = f1;2;3g,
c2 = f1;2;4g and c3 = f1;5;6g; the answer for this instance is `no' (one
reason for this is that object 1 appears in all three sets ci). Nevertheless,
a feasible °ow f with number of minimal arcs equal to 1 exists, although
jC(f)j = 2; one such °ow is illustrated in Figure 5. We therefore examine
the complexity status of the following slight generalizations:
Problem XMinSu®
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a), set º ½ N £ N.
Goal: Find a su±cient set X ½ (N £ N)nº with minimum cardinality.
Problem XMinMinArcs
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a), set º ½ N £ N.
Goal: Find a feasible °ow f in G(N;(N £ N)nº) with minimal number of
minimal arcs.
14Theorem 9. Problems XMinMinArcs and XMinSu® are NP-hard.
Proof: With an arbitrary XC3-instance we associate an RCPSP-instance
similar to the one constructed in the proof of Theorem 8. Additionally, set
º = f(u;c)ju 2 Q ^ c 2 Sg.
We ¯rst examine XMinMinArcs. Following similar reasoning as before, it
can be shown that LB = jSj¡q is a lower bound on the number of minimal
arcs of any feasible °ow f, and that if the answer to X3C is `yes', a feasible
°ow f exists that achieves this bound.
Suppose that the answer to X3C is `no': again we only need to investigate
the case of feasible f for which @(i;u) 2 C(f) : u 2 Q. The number of
minimal arcs is LB only if ® ½ S, j®j = q and and 8i 2 ® : f(0;i;1) = 3,
with ® de¯ned as before; we investigate an arbitrary such f. Since the answer
to X3C is `no', the resource units used by at least q + 1 elements of S are
led to the elements of Q, and given the choice for º, all elements of Sn®
receive all their resource units from other elements in S. Also, Z = f(i;j) 2
T(A [ C(f))ji 2 f0g [ S ^ j 2 Q [ ftgg is a cut in network T(A [ C(f))
and f(i;j) 2 T(A [ C(f))j(j;i) 2 Zg = ?, and so the sum of the °ow
values across the arcs in Z is equal to 3q. Consequently, at least one activity
c1 2 Sn® receives resource units from at least two di®erent non-dummy
activities c2;c3 2 S. Either (c2;c1) and (c3;c1) are both minimal, in which
case the total number of minimal arcs exceeds LB, or there exists a path from
c3 to c2 in G(N;A[C(f)) (the case with a path from c2 to c3 can be treated
similarly). In the latter case, c2 also has two `resource predecessors' di®erent
from 0 (remember that each activity in ® receives its resource units only from
0), and the same reasoning as for c1 can be followed. Since G(N;A[C(f)) is
acyclic, we need to repeat this procedure only a ¯nite number of times before
we ¯nd an activity that has two minimal incoming arcs. This completes the
proof for XMinMinArcs.
We now look at XMinSu®, so the minimization of jXj with X a su±cient
selection. As a consequence of Theorem 2, and since for each c 2 S only
(0;c) 2 A, exactly the same reasoning as for XMinMinArcs can be followed
to show the equivalence between `yes' and `no' answers to X3C on the one
hand, and the minimum cardinality of a su±cient set either equal to or
strictly greater than LB, respectively, on the other hand. This completes
the proof for XMinSu®. ¤
Finally, we have the following result for MaxIncomp:
15Theorem 10. Problem MaxIncomp is NP-hard.
Proof: Lemma 5 stated that minimization of jT(A [ X)j (by varying X) is
equivalent with minimization of jT(A[C(f))j (by varying f). We use these
two quantities interchangeably in the description that follows, and we will
focus on minimization of obj = jT(A [ C(f))nAj.
For an arbitrary instance of X3C we construct an RCPSP-instance, as
follows. N contains f0;z;tg [ Q [ S, where 0 and t are dummy start and
end, respectively (and thereby also predecessor resp. successor of all other
activities), and z is an extra `enforcer' activity. 8c 2 S;u 2 Q : (c;u) 2
A , u 2 c. There is a single resource type (K = 1) with availability
a1 = 3jSj, with resource usage rc = 3 for each c 2 S and ru = 1 for all u 2 Q;
rz = 3jSj¡jQj. We de¯ne LB = jSj¡q and consider (3q+1) additional sets
of LB activities, denoted as sets Ei with i = 0;1;:::;3q, and we construct
an arbitrary bijection ¼ : Q ! f1;2;:::;3qg. We include each of the sets Ei
into N. We also add (e;u) to A, for each e 2 E0;u 2 Q, as well as (u;e)
for each u 2 Q;e 2 E¼(u). We set re = 0 for each e 2 Ei;i = 0;1;:::;3q.
Although the resulting RCPSP-instance is large, it can be constructed in
time polynomial in the size of the X3C-instance.
Any feasible °ow f that routes resource units from or to Q-jobs via arcs
not in A immediately brings obj above LB. We also see that any c1 2 S
cannot acquire its resource units from another activity c2 2 S or from z
without raising obj above LB. This is true as long as there are no two
identical elements in S, and this property can easily be made to hold for the
input instance of X3C by removing all but one of such duplicate sets: the
`yes' and `no' answers remain the same before and after such removal. We
also ¯nd that any °ow f with obj · LB necessarily has f(0;c;1) = 3 for
each c 2 S. LB also constitutes a lower bound on obj, since z will obtain its
resource units from at least LB di®erent elements of S.
We now claim that the answer to X3C is `yes' if and only if obj = LB.
Suppose that the answer to X3C is `yes': q elements of S can then each be
associated with the three elements of Q it contains, and send the resources
they use to these Q-activities without cost (because each of these links is
already in A). For each of the LB remaining elements c of S, one arc (c;z)
can be added, which results in obj = LB.
Suppose now that the answer to X3C is `no': then we will need to add
more than LB additional °ow-carrying arcs to the network in order to provide
z with its resource requirements, and so obj > LB.
Consequently, the answer to any X3C-instance is `yes' if and only if obj =
LB. This concludes the proof for MaxIncomp. ¤
16Figure 6: A feasible schedule for the example problem.
3.3 Resource allocation for an input schedule
For a given schedule s we de¯ne the `schedule-induced' strict order R(s) =
f(i;j) 2 N £ Nji 6= j ^ si + di · sjg, which corresponds to the precedence
constraints implied by s [6, 27]. For feasible schedule s, we say that feasible
°ow f is compatible with s if Á(f) µ R(s). For instance, °ow f2 in Figure 3
is compatible with the schedule shown in Figure 6 (with s0 = 0 and s5 = 3),
but the same is not true for f1 in Figure 1. A compatible f represents a
detailed resource-allocation decision for schedule s. Such resource allocation
is useful in case of static or o®-line scheduling, where a `baseline' schedule for
all elements of N is constructed before project execution. In the context of
dynamic scheduling, the adoption of an ES-policy de¯ned by a resource °ow
that is compatible with the baseline schedule, constitutes a possibility for
dynamic schedule `repair' in case the actual activity durations are di®erent
from those in the baseline. Theorem 11 shows that this latter option is always
a feasible alternative.
Theorem 11. [19]
For every feasible schedule s exists at least one compatible feasible °ow f.
We de¯ne the following related optimization problems (the ¯rst letter
`S' in each name refers to the fact that a feasible schedule s is part of the
input, as opposed to the problems studied in Section 3.2): SMinCostFlow,
SMinFlowArcs and SMinMinArcs, which are the same as their counterparts
MinCostFlow, MinFlowArcs and MinMinArcs apart from the fact that we
impose Á(f) ½ R(s), and SMinSu® and SMaxIncomp, which are the same
as MinSu® and MaxIncomp apart from the fact that we require X ½ R(s).
Remark that the new problems are not sub-problems of their counterparts
without schedule since we restrict the set of solutions and not the input
parameters.
SMinCostFlow is polynomially solvable: it reduces to a classical network-
°ow problem; acyclicity is not an issue since G(N;R(s)) is acyclic. For the
remaining four problems, we have the following result:
17Figure 7: The schedule and resource usage for the proof of Theorem 12.
Theorem 12. Problems SMinSu®, SMinFlowArcs, SMinMinArcs and
SMaxIncomp are NP-hard.
Proof: For an arbitrary instance of X3C we construct an RCPSP-instance,
as follows. N = f0;z;tg [ Q [ S, with z an extra `enforcer' activity. 0 and t
are dummy start and end, respectively. 8c 2 S;u 2 Q: (c;u) 2 A , u 2 c.
There is a single resource type (K = 1), with resource usage rc = 3;c 2 S,
ru = 1;u 2 Q and rz = 3jSj ¡ jQj; availability a1 = 3jSj. All activities
in Nnf0;tg have unit durations. We construct feasible schedule s for this
RCPSP-instance by assigning start times sc = 0;c 2 S, sz = 1, su = 1;u 2 Q,
and st = 2. The schedule and resource usage are illustrated in Figure 7.
We ¯rst focus on minimization of jC(f)j. The reasoning is completely
similar to the way in which we associated the value of quantity obj to the
answer to X3C in the proof of Theorem 10. This concludes the proof for
SMinFlowArcs.
Since the arcs used to route the resource units in this proof are all min-
imal for the resulting resource °ow, and since no opportunities exist for
lowering the number of minimal arcs, the X3C-instance can also be solved
by constructing a °ow with minimum number of minimal arcs, so by using
an algorithm for solving problem SMinMinArcs as a subroutine.
Additionally, for the described class of SMinMinArcs-instances, the char-
acteristics of dominance and of subset-minimality are equivalent for a su±-
cient selection, so the same result would be produced by problem SMinSu®
18for the same input data (based on Theorems 5 and 6).
Finally, the theorem is also valid for SMaxIncomp because each of the
arcs added in the described solution adds only the minimum possible num-
ber of arcs (namely one) to the transitive closure of the resulting extended
network. ¤
Another set of problems of interest to us is based on `°oat' or `slack'
values. We de¯ne the pairwise °oat between activities i and j to be ±ij =
sj ¡si ¡di, and the minimum sum of pairwise °oats ¢ij(E) as the minimal
sum of values ±kl, summed over all edges (k;l) on a path from i to j in
graph G(N;E), with E an arbitrary order relation on N, minimized over the
possibly multiple paths; ¢ij(E) is de¯ned only for activity pairs (i;j) 2 E.
These de¯nitions lead us to investigate the following problems:
Problem SMaxSumFF
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a), feasible schedule s, integer weights
wi for i 2 Nnfng.
Goal: Find a su±cient set X ½ R(s) that maximizes
P
i2Nnfng wi min(i;j)2T(A[X) ±ij.
The allowable increase in the duration of an activity without e®ect on the
starting times of its successors is called `free °oat' or `FF' for short, which
explains the choice of the name for this problem.
Problem SMaxSumTF
Instance: RCPSP-instance ¡(N;A;d;r;a), feasible schedule s, integer weights
wi for i 2 Nnfng.
Goal: Find a su±cient set X ½ R(s) that maximizes
P
i2Nnfng wi¢in(T(A [ X)).
The protection of sn from delays in the completion of activity i is called `total
°oat' or `TF' of i, whence the name of this last problem.
As an illustration, for the schedule in Figure 6 (with s5 = 3) and with
su±cient set C(f2) resulting from °ow f2 as described by Figure 3, we have
free-°oat values of 0;0;0;1;0 and total °oat equal to 1;1;0;1;0 for activities
0;1;2;3;4, respectively.
In the results below, we will refer to the following decision problem:
Problem 3-PARTITION
Instance: A ¯nite set Q of 3q elements, a positive integer B, and an integer
size u(i) > 0 for each i 2 Q, such that each u(i) satis¯es B=4 < u(i) < B=2
and such that
P
i2Q u(i) = qB.
Question: Can Q be partitioned into q disjoint subsets Q1;Q2;:::;Qq such
that, for 1 · i · q,
P
j2Qi u(j) = B?
19Figure 8: The schedule and resource usage for the proof of Theorem 13.
3-PARTITION is known to be NP-complete (problem SP15 in [10]).
Theorem 13. Problem SMaxSumTF is NP-hard, even with weights wi 2 f0;1g.
Proof: For an arbitrary instance of 3-PARTITION we construct an instance
of RCPSP, as follows. The set of activities to be scheduled is N = f0;z;tg[Q.
0 and t are dummy start and end, respectively. Apart from these dummy
precedence constraints, A is empty. There is a single resource type (K = 1),
with resource usage rz = q and ri = 1;i 2 Q; availability a1 = q. We set
dz = 1 and di = u(i) for each i 2 Q. We construct an arbitrary bijection
¼ : f1;2;:::;3qg ! Q and produce feasible schedule s for this RCPSP-
instance by assigning start times sz = 0, s¼(1) = 1 and s¼(i) = s¼(i¡1)+d¼(i¡1)
for i = 2;3;:::;3q; st = qB + 1. The schedule and resource usage are
illustrated in Figure 8. We set weight wz = 1, all other weights are zero.
We claim that the answer to the 3-PARTITION-instance is `yes' if and
only if the optimal objective-function value for the SMaxSumTF-instance is
(q ¡ 1)B. In that case, each of the q resource units is assigned to (three)
elements of Q that sum to exactly B, and the partitioning of Q can follow
this resource allocation. Veri¯cation of this claim is straightforward. ¤
Theorem 14. Problem SMaxSumFF is NP-hard.
Proof: For an arbitrary instance of 3-PARTITION, we construct an instance
of RCPSP, as follows. The set of activities to be scheduled is N = f0;tg[Q[
fz1;z2;:::;zqg. 0 and t are dummy start and end, respectively. Apart from
these dummy precedence constraints, A is empty. There is a single resource
type (K = 1), with resource usage ri = u(i);i 2 Q, and rzi = iB;i = 1;:::;q;
availability a1 = qB. All activities in Nnf0;tg have unit durations. We
20Figure 9: The schedule and resource usage for the proof of Theorem 14.
construct feasible schedule s for this RCPSP-instance by assigning start times
si = 0 for i 2 Q, szi = i for i = 1;:::;q and st = q + 1. The schedule and
resource usage are illustrated in Figure 9.
The weights are selected as follows: w0 = 0, wzi = 0 for i = 1;:::;q,
and wi = u(i) for i 2 Q. We assert that the answer to the 3-PARTITION-
instance is `yes' if and only if the optimal objective-function value for the
SMaxSumFF-instance is Bq(q ¡1)=2. In that case, set Q can be partitioned
into (three-element) subsets with equal sums of values u(i). Veri¯cation of
the validity of this statement is not di±cult. ¤
This last result is somewhat less satisfactory than Theorem 13, since we allow
general values for the weights.
The complexity results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 con¯rm that resource al-
location is di±cult even when objective-function evaluation by itself is not
intractable, and indicate that even the use of `surrogate' objective functions,
as has been suggested by a number of recent sources, leads to hard prob-
lems, thus justifying the use of solution approaches by means of integer-
programming techniques or `dedicated' implicit enumeration.
3.4 Joint resource allocation and scheduling
Finally, we brie°y discuss joint scheduling and resource allocation: this joint
problem does not seem to be easier than resource allocation for a given sched-
ule. Actually, this problem deserves study in its own right only if the schedule
is an argument to the objective function, which is the case only for the °oat-
based objectives. We de¯ne problems MaxSumTF and MaxSumFF (without
21initial letter `S' in the names) similarly as their counterparts SMaxSumTF
and SMaxSumFF, but a feasible schedule is now not part of the input but
of the output. We also include a deadline D on schedule length, since both
total °oat as well as free °oat will tend to increase with increasing makespan.
We show that both these new problems are di±cult:
Theorem 15. Problems MaxSumFF and MaxSumTF are NP-hard, even
with weights wi 2 f0;1g.
Proof: For an arbitrary instance of 3-PARTITION, we construct an instance
of RCPSP, as follows. The set of activities to be scheduled is N = f0;z;tg[Q.
0 and t are dummy start and end, respectively. Apart from these dummy
precedence constraints, A is empty. Let W equal the sum of the three largest
u(i)-values in the 3-PARTITION-instance. There is a single resource type
(K = 1), with resource usage rz = q and ri = 1;i 2 Q; availability a1 = q.
Activity z has unit duration, and for i 2 Q: di = u(i). Weight wz = 1, all
other weights are zero; deadline D = W + 1.
Given our choice of W, a feasible schedule always exists. We claim that
the answer to 3-PARTITION is `yes' if and only if the total °oat or free
°oat of z is W ¡ B. For the objective function (any of the two) to take on
this value, the resource pro¯le of the constructed schedule needs to contain
a `gap' in the utilization of each individual resource unit, of length W ¡ B.
Consequently, activities from Q can only occupy B or less time on each
resource unit. If we take into account the duration of the Q-activities, we
see that the objective function is W ¡ B only if activities from Q occupy a
time period of exactly B on each resource unit. Allocation of jobs from Q to
resource units therefore corresponds with the desired partitioning of Q. ¤
We will illustrate the foregoing reduction by means of an example. Con-
sider the following instance of 3-PARTITION: Q contains 12 elements, in-
dexed 1 to 12, with size u(i) = 3, i = 1;:::;8 and u(i) = 4, i = 9;:::;12. We
have q = 4, B = 10 and W = 12, so we set a1 = 4 and D = 13. Figure 10
shows a schedule that achieves total and free °oat of W ¡B = 2 for z and the
answer to the 3-PARTITION-instance therefore is `yes'; multiple satisfying
partitions exist, one being ff1;5;9g;f2;6;10g;f3;7;11g;f4;8;12gg, which
corresponds with the resource allocation in the ¯gure.
4 Towards more e±cient enumeration of
solutions?
Existing studies of enumeration (branching) schemes for ES-policies (e.g.
[19, 24, 25, 32]) have always dealt with objective functions for which a result
22Figure 10: Illustration of the reduction in Theorem 15; the individual
resource units correspond with horizontal bands.
similar to Theorem 7 applies: one need only scan the set of subset-minimal
dominant su±cient selections. A disadvantage of all current enumeration
schemes is that they do not generate only those `desirable' arc sets: some
selections are not dominant, other may be dominant but not subset-minimal.
This issue is associated with Lemma 4 together with the fact that answering
the question whether a given arc (i;j) resolves any mfs, is NP-complete,
which can be shown using similar arguments as [32], where PARTITION is
reduced to answering whether or not a given activity i 2 N is contained in
some (at least one) mfs F 2 F(A). A su±cient selection X need not contain
arcs resolving each F 2 F(A), however, and there may exist multiple ways
in which to identify a hitting set4 X¤ ¶ X of arcs in T(A [ X) such that
each mfs is resolved by an element of X¤.
We anticipate that it should be possible to enhance the existing order-
theoretic approaches to (both deterministic and stochastic) scheduling based
on the concepts introduced in this article. Sequential selection of arcs to ex-
tend the input network might follow the approach of [19], which only studies
resource allocation for input schedules: a feasible °ow f is constructed that
is still compatible with all branching decisions (inclusion or exclusion of arcs)
made to reach the current position in the search tree, and the arcs in C(f)
are one by one included into the selection. The following paragraphs may
prove to be useful in the adaptation of this approach so that only dominant
selections are generated.
The test whether a given selection is su±cient can be run in polynomial
time. For the case where we require that X ½ R(s) (resource allocation for
4Consider a collection V of subsets of a set S. A hitting set S0 is a subset of S that
contains at least one element of each subset in V . For the remark made above, S consists
of the arcs in T(A [ X) and V contains one subset of S for each mfs, with all arcs that
resolve the mfs.
23input schedule s), acyclicity is not an issue and the existence of a feasible °ow
is veri¯ed by means of maximum-°ow computations in a transformed network
[19]. In case we demand only that X ½ N £N, such a test can implemented
in two steps: (1) test for acyclicity, which either yields a topological ordering
of the activities or the observation that the network contains a cycle (see,
for instance, [2]); and (2) if a topological ordering is found, the network-°ow
techniques referred to above can again be invoked.
The reduction of a feasible °ow f to a dominant feasible °ow f¤ can be
e±ciently accomplished by sending °ow across a number of augmenting cy-
cles in the max-°ow solution that was referred to supra, in the knowledge
that the transitive reduction of an acyclic network can be e±ciently deter-
mined [1]. Remark that this holds although both problems MaxIncomp and
SMaxIncomp are NP-hard.
There is, however, a fundamental di®erence between resource allocation
for an input schedule and the generation of ES-policies without input sched-
ule. This di®erence resides in the fact that determining the existence of a
feasible °ow on an oriented network containing cycles, is NP-complete (by
reduction from HAMILTONIAN PATH), whereas this is e±ciently solvable
when the input network is acyclic (based on the network-°ow techniques re-
ferred to above). This means that for a given schedule, one can e±ciently (1)
determine a feasible °ow that respects the inclusion and exclusion decisions
made earlier in the search tree, (2) make this °ow dominant, and (3) stepwise
include the minimal arcs of the °ow into a selection. A branching procedure
can then be applied to reverse branching decisions by backtracking, after
which step (1) can again be invoked. Without input schedule, however, step
(1) already consists of solving a di±cult problem, and the suggested proce-
dure becomes considerably less appealing.
It is not the intention of the author to claim that the implementation
of the procedures suggested in this section is straightforward; the goal of
the foregoing paragraphs was merely to present some informal re°ections on
possible ways towards more e±cient approaches to the generation of optimal
solutions. A ¯nal isolated but nevertheless related remark to this respect
is the observation that the maintenance of transitive closures and transitive
reductions of graphs upon edge insertion or deletion has already been the
subject of study [17, 18], which may be useful for the development of new
implicit-enumeration algorithms.
245 Summary
In this article we have looked into the relationship between resource allo-
cation and ES-policies, which are a type of scheduling policies introduced
for stochastic scheduling. We have presented a formal treatment of resource
°ows as a representation of resource-allocation decisions, extending the ex-
isting literature. We have established a number of complexity results, both
with and without input schedule, including the cases where the objective is
the sum of free °oats or the sum of total °oats for a given schedule, as well
as when the objective is a measure for the extra constraints imposed by the
ES-policy on top of the (input) technological precedence constraints; all in-
tractability results were obtained for a single resource type. In a ¯nal section,
we have also provided some re°ections on possible e±ciency enhancements
to enumeration algorithms for ES-policies.
Our results con¯rm that resource allocation is di±cult even when objective-
function evaluation by itself is not intractable, and indicate that even the
use of `surrogate' objective functions, as has been suggested by a number
of recent sources, leads to hard problems, thus justifying the use of solu-
tion approaches by means of implicit enumeration or integer-programming
techniques. Nevertheless, the complexity status of some of the problems
that were introduced remains open, e.g. for the problems that were named
MinMinArcs and MinSu®.
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